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The development of the various fores of man-reindeer
relationships! including reindeer pastoral ism, requires the pre- 
existence of certain environmental and socio-cultural conditions. 
Such man-reindeer relationships would result in a range of 
sociali technological« and biological effects which could
theoretically be detected in the archaeological record.
eEElfcJlTlQMS
A number of the terms used in this paper have been defined 
differently by many different authors. The working definitions 
stated below are intended to clarify their use here. They have 
either been drawn arbitrarily from different sources9 or
synthesized— whichever was most convenient.
To avoid confusion, "reindeer'1 will be used for all 
references to any subspecies of BftQQiitC tftt.AQdUft except when the 
context specifically refers to native North American populations 
(after Ingold, I960) • The "band** is the basic reindeer social 
unit, composed of two or more animals in regular association with 
each other over the course of seasons or years (Hiller,1974). 
Parker(1972* cited in Hiller,1974) found strong evidence for 
long-term social bonds between animals in the same band, bands 
are sub-groups within a herd. A "herd" is "...a group of caribou 
of which the vast majority of the pregnant females use the same 
calving ground year after year. In most cases the herd is also a 
breeding unit..." (Spiess, 1979i63-4>. A herd converges only 
during migration and at the calving grounds. The rest of the year
1
it is dispersed into bends.
As it is used here9 "domestication" will refer to a relat­
ionship in which people control animals from infancy in such a 
way that the animals are either morphologically or behaviorally 
distinguishable from their original wild source (Jarman and 
Wilkinson,1972f Ingold,1980). This is a definition based on 
ethnographic accounts. Clearly there are problems with the 
application of this definition in an archaeological context. It 
relies heavily on distinctions that may not leave material 
correlates. Jarman and Wilkinson (1972) pointed out the problems 
involved with determining domestication through the application 
of definitions based purely on archaeological criteria. These 
difficulties are intensified when applied to reindeer. Often 
there was no real barrier to gene flow between reindeer 
domesticates and wild stock. The Chuckchee actually encouraged 
mating between wild bucks and domesticated does (Bogorasv1904-9). 
Therefore, a functional definition relying both on direct 
physical correlates and indirect behavioral correlates has been 
selected. Reindeer "breeding" refers to the control of relatively 
small numbers of highly domesticated animals. They are rarely 
killed for food, being important for milk and transportation 
(Haksimov,1928 cited in Mirov,1945j Levin and Potapov,1964). 
"Herding*1 is a form of dependence on semi- to fully- domesticated 
animals involving control of large numbers of animals that are 
kept together and periodi cal ly moved to new food sources under 
nearly continuous human supervision. Herders control reproduction 
within the herd <Ingold,i990pBogoras,1904-9). "Ranching" involves
minimal human supervision of the herd*. Often the ranchor* only 
control their hard* at two times of the yeart at calving time for 
marking the newborns, and at harvest time to select and cull the 
animals intended for slaughter* There is less labor investment 
and the cattle receive little protection from predators or 
assistance in finding food <Ingold,1980).
BSMBIEEB BNB IIS SyiiBfe^ IES
Banfield (1961,as cited in Spies*) recognizes nine living 
subspecies of BiDfliffiC Of these there are two main 
forest subspecies, Ba Ia EfiCibsy and Ba £a ffODiCyfi two major 
tundra subspecies, R. flCOfQlaodicy* and Ba t#CaQ£ly*l and 
five other periphreal subspecies (Spiess,1979). The major 
distinction made in the literature is between forest and tundra 
forms. There is both a biological and behavioral basis for this 
distinction. The forest reindeer are larger and more robust than 
the tundra forms, the latter being better adapted to the severe 
conditions of the tundra. Specifics of the biology will be dealt 
with below. The two forms are behaviorally distinguishable by the 
seasonal pattern of their exploitation of the different arctic 
and subarctic acetones.
IUMBB6 BEINBEEB
The tundra reindeer are the classic long-distance migrators. 
They spend the winter dispersed into widely scattered bands 
feeding in the northern limits of the forest. In the spring they 
migrate north towards their calving grounds. As they approach the 
calving grounds* the individual bands are funneled into
successively larger aggregates until they become a continuous 
stream of animals. The majority of the herd arrives within an 
interval of a few days. About 95% of the births in a given herd 
occur within two weeks. For most herds this is in mid-Hay, 
although in the high arctic calving occurs between the first and 
the tenth of June. Once calving is completed the animals migrate 
toward their summer grounds even farther to the north. In autumn 
they head south again and by winter reach the taiga-tundra border 
<Spiess,1979). A tundra reindeer may travel up to 2,400 km in a 
single year (Pruitt, 1960).
EBBESI BE1MCEEB
Forest reindeer follow the same pattern of migration and 
aggregation in relation to the seasons. However, the number of 
animals involved is much smaller and the movements follow 
different ecological parameters. Wintering in the forest, they 
migrate up altitudinal dines to calving grounds on the alpine 
tundra. With summer they move farther up the mountain sides, 
returning again in winter to the surrounding forests. They do 
not migrate as far as the tundra form. Woodland caribou may move 
between grounds that ara no more than 160 km apart. Thus they 
may remain within a few days travel of a human base camp 
throughout the entire year (Spiess, 1979).
Spi ess points out that these two major cataQories are not as 
clearly separable as is often assumed. Frequently, bands of 
relndser morphologically idmntifiable as belonging to the tundra 
form remain behind in the foreets for the entire year. Tundra 
reindeer may also remain on the open tundra throughout the year.
Hs argues that morphologic#l criteria alone are not sufficient 
to determine the migratory behavi or of reindeer , and that 
migratory behavior of a herd may change from year to year (1979).
m s m u o a s
Historic reindeer-dependent groups are useful in the
formation of models for the interactions of similar groups in the 
past. The validity of comparisons and analogies between modern 
conditions and the archaeological past is based on some 
unprovebie assumptions. It must be assumed that human behavior 
and subsistence patterns are governed by the same principles now 
as in the past. Environmental and ecological forces must be 
assumed to have been qualitatively the same in the past as in ths 
present, although they may have varied quantitatively. Reindeer 
in the past must he assumed to be biologically and behaviorally 
comparable to modern forms. The limitations of thdse assumptions 
must be kept in mind whenever anlogy in used.
t&Mtf SfcCilSfl*
it is often assumed that only one pattern of subsistence 
Cltiractsrisas a group at any point in time, and that pattern is 
representative of their permanent life-style. This is not born 
otii in ths etlmefrephie record. The forms of man-reindeer 
relationships existing in modern times form a continuum from 
ranching involving little actual control of the animate, through 
intensive carnivorous herding, to hunting. Hors often than net, 
groups employ more than one method. Tho relndeor-Chukohee are 
herders. Sut Harding is not the sxclusivo means of livelihood
employed by most I ami lies. Hunting mild reindeer is an important, 
supplement to herding, especially for the poorer households. Some 
Chukchee, such as those along the Middle Anadyr mentioned by 
Bogoras (1904-9i134), hunt to the exclusion of herding. The 
Nganasan are both reindeer breeders and hunters (Popov,1966). The 
Skolt-Lapps relied on hunting as their chief livelihood even into 
the present century despite the importance of herding 
(Vorren,1973). Mixed strategies are more the rule than th« 
except i on.
Following the ecological model presented in Harris (1969), a 
fundamental distinction can be made between generalized and 
specialized ecosystems. Generalized ecosystems are characterized 
by a great diversity of plant and animal species* Each species is 
represented by a relatively small number of organisms. The ratio 
between number of species and number of individuals is high. In a 
specialized ecosystem the opposite is true. There are relatively 
few different species, each of which is represented by a large 
number of individuals. Specialized ecosystems are less productive 
and less stable then generalized ecosystems (Harris,1969). The 
tundra and taiga forests are specialized ecosystems.
The preponderance of mixed strategies in the ethnographic 
record is under standable considering that the arctic and 
subarctic ara highly specialized ecosystems. Lees and Bates 
(1974) demonstrated that mixed subsistence strategies help to 
offset the risks involved in surviving in a harsh or 
unpredictable environment. Mixed strategies must also be expected 
in the archaeological record of harsh unpredictable environments 
like northern Europe in the Upper Paleolithic. Consequent1y,
the division of archaeological sites into separate cultures based 
on subsistence strategy alone must be done with care.
§IBATggi|S FOR 5EISJBEEB BiEEWBENGE 
Strategies for reindeer dependence represented in the 
ethnographic record can b<# broken into six rough categnriesi
1' Tracking of Individuals or Bands.
(Burch,1972)
2) Interception of Migrating Herds.
(Burch,1972)
3) Herd Pursuit.
(Popov,1966)
4) Small-scale Breeding.
(Maksimov,cited in Mirov,194S| Levin and Potopov,1964)
5) Herding.
(Levin and Potopov,1964)
6) Ranching.
(Ingold,I960)
A group may employ any combination of these strategies with 
varying emphasis. More than one may be employed concurrent!y. 
They may be used seasonally or diachronicaliy depending on long­
term fluctuations of resource availability. Each is accompanied 
by a characteristic set of behavioral and material correlates 
which may or may not be distlnguishible in the archaeological 
record. The different strategies will be outlined below using 
examples from the ethnographic record. Groups which rely 
primarily on one specific strategy have been chosen wherever 
poesible for illustrative purposes*
IBACking of INDIVIDUALS OB §a n d§
A principle dependence on the hunting of individual or 
bands of reindeer would be Feasible only if there were enough 
locally available all year long to support the group. In general, 
such a subsistence base would require a fairly high mobility to 
allow the group to move once they had exhausted the local prey. 
Movements would be relatively short, beacause in an environment 
rich enough to support a life style dependent on this strategy, 
the reindeer bands would not be widely scattered.
This was the primary strategy of the Asiaqmiut, who were 
heavily dependent on caribou. They were Caribou Eskimos 
populating a territory west of Hudson Bay, about 500km northwest 
of Churchill. Their territory was located in the northern taiga 
In .n «r»* wh.r. th. distribution, of B* i. SCSIQl.OdlSU*i * 
tundra form, and B* %a SlCibSy* * forest form, overlap. They 
spent most of their time in small widely scattered camps. Only 
when an exceptional kill was made was there any major 
convergence. Camps were moved when supplies and local resources 
were exhausted, rather than on a strictly seasonal basis. The 
location of the camps tended to be in or near the center of 
habitation of a caribou herd. At least one period of starvation 
or hunger was part of their normal annual cycle, and if the 
caribou failed they had no alternative course of action but to 
move to a more productive region. Transportation was mainly by 
foot, pack dog, sled, or small beat (Burch,1972)•
Harper (1964) reports a group of Caribou Eskimos on the 
upper Kaxan river who were heavily dependent on both tracking and 
ambushing caribou. Their families had an average of about three
to sik memberm. Camps consisted of two to three families, each
family had its own tent. Camps were seperated by 15 to 30 miles.
The following are the character!stics of an economy
based primarily on individual or group track!ngi
-Heavy dependence on reindeer for the entire year
-Small camps with two to three tents, and a total number of 
individuals from six to eighteen
-Camps widely scattered only converging in the event of an 
exceptional kill.
-No distinct seasonality to camp movement, and no seasonally 
specialised camps
-Camp movements involving relatively short distances, 
remaining in the same general area for the entire year
-Camps located in or near t!ie center of habitation of a herd
-Large numbers of relatively small kill-sites
2
-Very low population density—  0.010 people/km
This type of reindeer dependence can be found only under 
the following circumstantesi
1) In areas and seasons during which the reindeer were likely
to be relatively sedentary (Burch,1972).
2) In areas and seasons during which ths rslndesr prsfsr a
vary specific set of environmental conditions 
(lurch,1972).
3> In areas and seasons supporting a relatively dense 
reindeer population.
B1BB6XQBX tiCBQ LtflKBCBBIlQtf
The Kuuv.k.lut m t v  northwest Alaskan Eskimos located about 
400ka northeast of Norton Sound. Thoy mot.  heavily dependant on 
migratory hard interception. Caribou wore their ataplo during the
Autumn and winter, with other resources such as fish or sea 
mammals being important the rest of the year. If fish were
exploited, the groups spent the whole year in the same general 
area. If sea mammals were hunted there were two major areas of 
camp locations one coastal, and one inland. There were at least 
two regular seasonal movements over short distances, usually 
between spring and summer fishing grounds, and fall and winter 
caribou hunting and fishing grounds. In the event of caribou 
failure the Kuuvakmiut may have been able to store sufficient 
quantities of fish to last the winter. Large caribou kills
occured. Transportation was usually by foot, sled and small boat 
(Burch,1972).
In the winter they lived in small camps of one to three 
families, though camps with as many as fifteen families occurred. 
Winter dwellings were semi-subterranean houses, each family 
having their own. There were typically about seven people in each 
family. In the spring, the winter camps broke into individual 
family groups traveling alone. Tents were the nferred summer 
dwelling. In the summer large temporary tent-villages formed 
along the beaches and sand bars of the rivers for salmon fishing. 
Communal caribou hunting occured in the fall. Two or more hunting 
parties frequently joined forces. Drift fences were used, and 
many animals were taken at a time <Biddings,1992)•
The following are characteristics of migratory herd
interceptions
-Heavy seasonal dependence on reindeer, either alternating 
with some other resource or strategy, or involving 
large~scale storage for subsistence between migratory 
kill(si.
-If another resource is depended upon, there will he at 
least two seasonal camp movements between the resources, 
resulting in seasonally differentiated camp sites.
-If migratory reindeer are the sole major resource, then the 
group will be sedentary near its meat stores.
-Large summer tent-camps formed
-Spring camps are nomadic and very small--one household
-Autumn aggregations of three or more family groups occured
-Winter camps are medium to small, from one to fifteen semi­
subterranean houses with a total camp population between 7 
and 105
-Large seasonal kill sites with convergence into cooperatives 
likely.
2
-Moderately low population density—  0.042 people/km
This method of reindeer exploitation can only employed
under the following circumstancesi
1) During seasons and in arsas through which reindeer 
regularly pass in large numbers during migration
2) In areas where environmental conditions funnel the 
dispersed migrating bands into a concentrated stream
3) When a large labor force can be assembled to kill and 
process huge amounte of game in a short time
4) When euitable storage technology exists to allow the 
preservation of large quantities of moat
ttfBfi EUBBUXI
Hurd pursuit Mould bo practicable without Modern forns of 
transportation under one of two conditions. A group could follow 
Migrating rolndoor horde if they aaintalnad dooostlcatod 
transport an1sals ouch as slsd dogs, slsd rolndosr, or saddls
reindeer. Without domesticated transport animals herd pursuit 
could only be possible if the migration range of the herd were 
relatively short. Tundra forms typically migrate over long 
distances, so any pedestrian herd pursuit would either be 
concentrated on forest reindeer or on herds which inhabited 
constricted ranges, such as island populations.
The Nganasan were perhaps unique in modern times for 
practicing this form of extraction on tundra reindeer. They lived 
a nomadic lifestyle heavily dependent on reindeer hunting. 
Following the wild herds through their seasonal migrations, they 
moved between the northern Siberian taiga and the tundra of the 
Taymyr peninsula. Transportation was provided by the small 
herds of domesticated sled reindeer that each household 
maintained. They employed a suprisingly wide array of hunting 
techniques, both for individual tracking and for migratory herd 
interception. During the rutting season they made use of living 
decoys. Specially trained does were held on a long tether by the 
hunter who hid behind a camouflaged shield. The doe was allowed 
to approach a band of wild reindeer, with the hunter following 
slowly behind. Another method Involved using an untrained buck 
with wide branching antlere. A rope was attached to the animal'* 
antlers and he was scent-baited with the reproductive organs of a 
freshly killed buck. Wild bucks would begin to butt with him and 
become entangled in the cord. Yet another method took advantage 
of the fact that two-year-old domesticated bucks were extremely 
vigorous and aggressive in the rut. One of these would bp 
selected and its antlers cut off at the base except for one 
forward-projecting branch. To this was attached a knife or short
sp<*ar with the point -forward. When he warn released near wild 
bucks, he would butt with them, thereby stabbing them to death. 
The Nganasan also killed reindeer in open water during the 
migration period. They made chutes or runs out of standing stakes 
and sod to channel the herd into a lake. Several arrhers and flag 
wavers were positioned along the widely spaced rows of stakes to 
keep the reindeer from passing through the sides. The migrating 
animals were then killed by hunters in boats (Popov,1966).
Camps were moved seasonally with the movements of the wild 
reindeer. In the winter they hunted in the forest. With spring 
they followed the wild herds north onto the tundra, and in 
addition to fresh reindeer kills, they sometimes supplemented 
their diet with provisions stored the previous fall in ice-boxes 
on the tundra. In the summer, some hunters continued north with 
the herds, while others remained behind to catch fish, molting 
geese, and ducks. As autumn brought ths wild rsindeer herds back 
to the south, the Nganasan moved to points on rivers and lakes 
where they intercepted the migrating herds, before returning to 
the forest. In late autumn they used their sled reindeer to chase 
down and hunt wild reindeer. Domestic reindeer were used only for 
sled transport and were never ridden or milked. Boats were used 
to kill reindeer as they crossed bodies of water, drift fences 
being employed to control the crossing point <Popov,1966)•
Tents were the usual form of dwelling. Prom two to five 
families occupied each tent. In the winter fairly large 
Aggregations of family groups could occur, subsequently spreading 
out into asperate groups so that by apring most camps consisted
14
of no more than two tents (Popov,1966).
Based on data presented in Popov (1966) an estimate can be
m-*de of Nganasan population density. They occupied a total area
2
of 132,574km . A 1935 census showed that there were 699 Nganasan
in this whole region. This yields a rough population density
2
estimate of 0.0053 people/km .
Herd pursuit is characterized by the following!
“Heavy dependence on wild reindeer hunting
-Either transport must be utilized or the herd being followed 
must have a relatively small annual range
-Extreme seasonal camp movement, with seasonal specialization 
of camps, possible aggregations during migratory herd 
interception. A camp might travel 1200 to 1400km during the 
summer
-Large winter camps
-Small spring camps of one to two tents, having two to five 
families each. Family size was about six.
-Relatively small camp sizes for most of the year
2
-Extremely low population density—  0.0053 people/km
-Both large and small kill sites— due to implementation of 
both band hunting and migration interception
-Storage of some of the meat from the mass kills in caches 
along migratory routes
BEIWBEEB EBEEMWfi
The Tofalars were reindeer breeders who hunted and engaged 
in the fur trade for a living. They nomadized through the 
northern slopes of the Sayans in southern Siberia* Reindeer were 
kept for transport and milk, though occaisionally the rich would 
slaughter a few animals. Tofalar camps were composed of one or 
several families with two to five tents. Xn the summer, larger
groups of families could come together because the pasture land
lasted longer there was less trampling as the reindeer lay down
more to protect themselves from insects. Camps remained in one 
location for two to three weeks. The herds would be moved about 
the vicinity of the camp from pasture to pasture. When the 
distance from the camp to the nearest fresh pasture was too 
great, the ramps would be moved. Transportation was by saddle- 
reindeer, pack reindeer, skis, and rafts. In the summer the camps
moved up i nto mountain stream valleys, returning to the
surrounding forests in the winter. Croups would unite i nto
cooperatives to hunt larger game 1i km bear, reindeer and el k
(Levin and Potopov,1964).
Based on the figures given in Levin and Potopov (1964) an
approximate population density can be calculated. Total Tofalar
population was 400. The area of land a lotted as the Central
Sayan-Karagamy Estate in 1927 for the hunting population was 
2 2 
30,000 km . This works out to roughly 0.ni3 people/km •
Reindeer breeding is charecterized by the followingi
-Domesticated reindeer ueed for transportation, and possibly 
for milk
-Reliance upon some other strategy of reindeer dependence 
for primary food-source, the milk obtained being in small 
quantities
-Seasonal migration with the domesticated reindeer to 
accomidate their needs for suitable seasonal habitats
-Small camp size of one or more families in two to five tents
2
-Low population density—  0.013 people/km
-Short movements made every two to three weeks
BilfcSifR h e r d i n g
The reindeer Chukchee lived in far northeastern Siberia and 
were primarily dependent on carnivorous reindeer herding. Their 
herds fulfilled most of their needs with bone, antler, skins, and 
food. Reindeer hide was their main trade item. The Chukchee camps 
usually consisted of two or H r e e  families, with a total 
population of ten to fifteen individuals. Camps of four or more 
families occured, although rarely. It was almost impossible for 
camps of more than ten families to come together except as 
temporary gatherings at trading sites. Each family had a tent of 
its own. Families in one camp were related and often remained 
together because their herds were small (Bogoras,1904-9).
The use of the sledge allowed the Chuckchee to follow the 
long migrations of their herds from winter to summer pastures 
which were often widely separated. In favorable environments, 
smell herds could be moved around in a small enough area to allow 
permanent or semi-permanent dwelling. On the winter astures, 
large herds had to be moved every few hours because the scraping 
of their hooves packed the snow hard and made it difficult for 
the animals to reach the moes. Also, if the mosr^ was trampled too 
much it would wither and dry up. Such spoiled pastures can take 
an extremely long time to recover. They sometimes remain waste­
land for over twenty years. Winter pastures could only be grased 
once per season due to the slow growth rate of the moss. After 
three or four years of sueessive use a pasture had to be rested 
for five or six yeere. Winter herding demanded great mobility. 
Thm rsindmer also had to bm moved from the winter pastures to the 
summwr gestures, which often involved considerable distances.
Summr»* pastures were less vulnerable to overgrazing. Camps could 
often be within sight of each other in the summer without 
damaging the pasture's. Because their sleds were rendered
ineffective, the Chukchee were forced to remain in one area until 
the snows returned. With the arrival of winter they moved to 
semi-permenant winter dwellings or lived in their "moveable 
houses'*. The latter was the nomadic tent in which they followed 
the herds. The family had a large tent for the main camp, and 
smaller lighter tents in which the herders lived while away from 
the main tent. It would have been quite inefficient for the main 
house to follow the herds closely during the winter 
(Bogoras,1904-9).
Hunting wild reindeer was an important activity for many 
herding Chukchee, particularly the less wealthy households. 
Individuals and bands were hunted as well as migratory herds 
(Bogoras,1904-9).
An approximate population density can be calculated from the
data given in Levin and Potopov (1964). The Chukchi Okrug ham an
2
area of about 660,000km • The Chukchee population (all economic
groups) of this area was 11,064. This yields a population density2
estimate of 0.017 people/km . The population density of the
reindeer Chukchee was probably somewhat lower.
The following are characteristics of reindeer herdingt
-Small numbers of animals killed at frequent intervals
-Camps moved seasonally, depending on ecological conditions 
and sise of the herds
-Winter camps are either migrating continually with the herds9 
or semi-permanent with small herds
-Summer camps -fixed from the thaw to autumn snows due to 
the ineffectiveness of sledges. Due to the nature of summer 
forage, closer groupings of camps are possible
-Heavy dependence on reindeer
-Reliance on some form of transportation, typically reindeer 
or dog sleds, to follow the herds.
-Small camp si re with two to three families with one tent 
each. Family si2# averaged five.
2
-Low population density- 0.017 people/km
BElfclBiEB BANCHING
The Lapps currently practice a form of ranching, though in 
former times they were herders. Ranching involves little direct 
involvement with the animals. The techniques of animal control 
employed are more similar to hunting practices than to herding. 
The animals undergo far less fami 1iarization with man, and are 
behaviorally wild. Ultimately, the goal is the maximization of 
returns on investments. Ranching is oriented toward the
production of the greatest possible number of animals at the 
lowest possible investment cost. It is a productive mode inclined 
toward a market econony (Ingold,1980). Ingold argues that the 
reindeer-herding Lapps in Finland recently underwent a
transition to ranching in response to a world market for reindeer 
products. This change from a subsistence economy to a market 
economy was facilitated by the introduction of modern
transportation technology. The snowmobile gives the Lapps greater 
mobility than the reindeer for the first time (Ingold, 1980). It 
is no longer necessary to keep constant contact with the herds. 
When the ranchers need to cull the animals they can find them. 
Without modern technology ranching could only be practicable in
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unusual circumstances such as geographical circumscription.
l»EL,l£A!ig|sjg of reimbSEB ilQLSBX and BiHAViOR
The biology and behavior of reindeer have important 
implications for each of the different strategies of reindeer 
exploitation. The implications of some of the most important of 
these characteristics will be dealt with below.
yisyet* ecum
The precise degree of visual acuity of reindeer is unknown. 
Reindeer discern movement at a great distance. Such perception 
typically invokes one of two reponse patterns. If the movement is 
recognized as a threat they will flee. Usually a small band that 
is startled will run only a few miles. Reindeer are curious of 
strange objects and if the detected movement is not recognized they 
will investigate. They may circle down wind to catch a scent or 
they may approach straight-on (Spiess, 1979).
Reindeer are capable of discerning patterns, but not of 
distinguishing particular objects and their contexts (Spiess, 
1979). Pruitt (1965) reports the existence of a "flight releaser" 
in barren-ground caribou. He noted that certain shapes and
patterns resembling those created by a stalking wolf caused
caribou to flee regardless of the nature of the object which
produced them. Wolves which were not stalking were ignored. The
stalking pattern was diseernable by the caribou at least as far 
away as 100m and evoked Immediate flight.
Reindeer communicate using a wide range of stereotyped 
movements and poses. The recieving animals percieve these signals
as a general impression of pattern, form, and movement (Spiess, 
1979). One signal is the "head bobbing" movement. This is used by 
does to entice their fawns to follow (Pruitt, I960). This can be 
immitated by a man and will draw curious reindeer to within 20m 
(Pruitt,1960.
People who hunt bands of reindeer make use of their lack of 
ability to recogniie objects, and their curiosity. The Kaska used 
artificial decoys to lure bands of reindeer to within striking 
range (Honigmann,1954). The Nganasan used a similar technique, but 
the decoy was a trained doe on a tether (Popov,1966)• Another 
hunting technique that takes advantage of the curiosity of 
reindeer was mentioned in 8piess (1979). Two hunters walk 
directly away from a band of reindeer, which entices them to 
follow. When the hunters pass by a large stone or other hiding 
place one of the hunters stops behind it while the other 
continues walking. The hiding hunter then ambushes the band as 
they pass by.
m m i m
Reindeer hearing ability has not been well studied. Xt does 
not, however, appear to be any better than human hearing (Spiess, 
1979).
QLE6CIQ6*
Reindeer sense of smell is good. In populations accustomed 
to human hunting, a human scent will cause them to move down 
wind~~away from the source. Rapidity of movement depends on the 
strength of the scent. Hunting must be done from down wind. Smell
is also used to detect -food beneath the snow cover (Spies*, 
1979).
Spiess (1979) describes a technique by which hunters 
exploited the tendency o-f reindeer bands to move down wind o-f a 
human scent. One hunter would circle upwind of a band, driving 
them towards other hunters who were waiting down wind.
Located in various places on their bodies are pheromone- 
secreting glands. Blands in the tail region release pheromones in 
large quantities when the "tail-upM alarm signal is given, thus 
alerting all animals down wind. Interdigital glands release 
pheromones when they are suprised or exited (Pruitt, I960). Other 
animals will become alarmed if they pass by the marked spot. 
Bubser (1965) reports that the Alask* Brooks Range Eskimo 
recognize that repeated ambushes of large numbers of migrating 
caribou bands at one spot will not be sucessful1 unless several 
bands are first allowed to pass through the ambush area. If these 
first bands are disturbed the following bands will become alarmed 
and avoid the area for days.
BiaeaiQBX B i t m o B
Reindeer move perpetually in the process of feeding, band or 
herd movement being the vector sum of the movements of each 
animal. When not migrating there is little net directionality to 
band or group movement (Spiess,1979)• Skoog (196S in Spiess 1979) 
puts forth the Ncenter of habitation** concept as a model for 
interpreting reindeer herd movements. There are two ideal 
reindeer habitats. These are the circumpolar taiga belt adjacent 
to the tundra, and alpine tundra on gentle slopes which are
surrounded by climax forest. Within these habitats the reindeer 
require wind-swept areas free from insects in the summer, and 
sheltered non-forested calving grounds. Suitable wintering 
grounds must support food that the reindeer can reach. Forests 
must have either a) light snow fall to allow surface foraging, or 
b> very heavy snow fall to allow the reindeer to reach arboreal 
lichens and fungi (Skoog, I960 in Spiess,1979). Reindeer herds 
that winter regularly on the tundra need wind-swept slopes 
relatively free of snow (Kelsal 1,I960 in Ingold,1900)• The 
distance a herd covers in the spring migration is determined by 
the distance between suitable wintering grounds and calving 
grounds, both of which are relatively scarce. The suitability of 
a habitat depends in part on the size on the herd (Spiess, 1979)•
The migration of reindeer is governed by several known 
parametersi
1) In hilly terrain reindeer follow contour, traversing 
hi 11-sides rather than contour-lines.
2) When traversing hilly country, they use ridgelines, the 
lowest passes, and the most gentle slopes. Occasionally they 
traverse steeper terrain for unknown reasons.
3) In steep areas they tend to travel in narrower lines, 
spreading out into a broader front in fiat areas.
4) They tend to course natural features such as rivers, 
steep slopes, and cut-banks for some distance before crossing 
them. This is true regardless of how easily the features might be 
crossed at the point of first encpunter.
3) Their own trails are important terrain features which 
they will preferentially fellow even in almost featureless 
landscape. The more recently the proceeding group of animals used 
traili the more likely following groups are to follow it. As a 
result, precise routes followed probaly vary more from year to 
year than within a year.
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6) The above featurea combine to cause a tunneling of 
reindeer between or along topographical features that form 
obstacles or are less than optimal traveling conditions. These 
areas of funneling are critical ones for reindeer movement 
( LeResche and Linderman, 1975* 58-9).
People who ambushed migrating reindeer needed to understand 
at least some of these parameters in order to locate their 
hunting parties in the right places. They especially made use of 
the tendency of reindeer to course features in the environment 
before crossing them. This and the reindeers inability to 
recognize objects explains why drift fences made of poles or 
cairns were so effective at funneling migrating herds into narrow 
streams.
The necessity for reindeer to migrate between different 
seasonal habitats effected reindeer breeding as well as hunting. 
Unless the domesticated herds of the breeders were very small, 
they had to be moved continually except in the summer months. 
This was also true for reindeer herders. Consequently a nomadic 
lifestyle was necessary to keep domesticated reindeer. Herders 
also needed to know what habitats were best for their animals at 
various seasons so they could drive them there. Herding makes use 
of the social nature of reindeer. They prefer to remain in a 
large group, so they rarely wander from the herd.
Higrating animals can cover difficult terrain at remarkably 
high speeds. Parker <1972, in 8pi ess, 1979) reported one animal 
Xwhich averaged 10km a day over the period of a month, another 
traveled an average of 14.5km per day over a month and a half. St 
would be physically impossible for human groups to keep up with 
long-range migrating reindeer without some form of 
transportation. Consequently, herd pursuit is a practicable
tactic only onder on# of two conditions. If the herd has a small 
migratory range then it could stay within a few days travel of a 
base camp for the whole year. This in most likely to be the case 
with forest or high arctic herds. To follow long-distance 
migrators, there must he some type of transport at ion. Sled 
reindeer, sled dogs, or even saddle reindeer would be suitable.
Reindeer are bred for several different purposes. 
Transportation being the most common, but they may also be milked 
or kept for use as hunting decoys. Small numbers of reindeer 
cannot reproduce fast enough to be a reliable food base 
(Bogoras,1904-9). Instead, they are usually used to facilitate a 
group's main form of subsistence. This can be hunting, gathering, 
or even trading.
SOCIAL AtJB IECH6IQLQ61CQL IHBLICAIlQtlB 0E BEltNKR B!£Efc!BSt4£E 
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The hunting of individual reindeer is a practicable tactic 
only in areae that are auundant enough in resources to permit it. 
The Lamut hunt reindeer in the forest during spring by running 
after them on snowehom. The feet of the animals sink into the 
enow when they try to escape, and the hunter in hie snowshoes 
easily out-rune them (Bogorast1904-9). The North American Kaska 
utilised decoys made from a caribou hide stroachob accross a 
willow branch frame that was set out on a frozen lake where there 
were caribou. When the caribou spied the decoy, their natural 
curiosity would be aroused, and they would be drawn into the 
range of the hunter'* bow (Honigaann, tf$<f). Another way to hunt
single reindeer is through the use of the snare, which the task a 
employed extensively (Honigmann,1954)•
There are several ways in which whole bands have been 
hunted. The Kaska employed a land-based enclosure method.
Circular enclosures were built that were sometimes as large as 
50ft.in diameter. These were made out of upright poles spaced at 
internals along the periphery. The spaces between the poles were 
piled with brush cr strung with snares. Cooperative effort was 
used to drive the animals into the enclosure, where they were 
pursued and killed lith arrows. Encirclements were sometimes made 
by using people instead of poles. Caribou were also driven into 
ravines or against cliffs where the could be easily killed 
(Honigmann,1954) •
Dependence on the hunting of either individual or solitary 
reindeer would necessitate a highly mobile way of life to enable 
them to move when local resources were exhausted. The 
distribution of the reindeer would be patchy due to the
specialized nature of the circumpolar environment (Harris,1969). 
Consequently the settlement pattern of groups hunting in this way 
would be in small widely scattered camps, but which could be 
brought together locally in the event of a large kill.
siattiQBx m m  itiisficteufM
The Chuckchee hunted migratory herds by ambushing them as 
they crossed rivers in their seasonal movements. The hunters 
waited down stream in skin canoes until the reindeer were at mid­
stream, when they rushed out god stabbed thee with spears, or
with the pointed end o* a paddle. In this way a man could kill as 
many a hundred in an hour. Old men and women waited down­
stream to intercept the carcasses. There were some families who 
subsisted only on the products of hunting in this fashion, each 
household getting as many as two hundred reindeer per year 
(Bogoras,1904-9). The Nganasan built drift fences out of poles 
covered with sod. These were constructed in passes leading to 
bodies of water where the reindeer had come in previous years 
(Popov,1966).
Reliance on migratory kills would involve one of two set- 
tlement patterns. If the group relied almost exclusively on the 
annual reindeer harvest they would find it in their best interest 
to remain near the kill site for three reasons. They would want 
to ensure that the site would not be encroached upon by other 
groups, they would want easy access to their stores or food, and 
because movement is expensive and hazardous. Some of the 
Chuckchee practiced this form of sedentism. It is dependant upon 
the existence of a dependable migration path. Reindeer are known 
to change their migration routes from time to time. By the time a 
group finds out that the reindeer are not coming that year it 
could be too late to take compensatory action (Bogoras,1904-9)•
Broups can also rely heavily on migrant reindeer without 
becoming sedentary. They can erigage in supplementary forms of 
subsistence and rmturn to thm kill sitm only at thm time of the 
year when the migration takes place. This is a less hazardous 
form of exploitation. If thoy have other food sourcem to fall 
back on9 they are loaa likely to bo devastated by any one change
in the environment, such as a change in the migration path. This 
settlement pattern would necessitate high mobility and would 
involve other risks, such as loosing the kill site to another 
group* In addition, there must be less dependence on the migratin' 
kills, because they would be limited to what they could carry 
with them on their movements.
Unlike small-scale hunting, ambushing migratory herds 
produces a great number of bodies in just a few days, Processing 
such huge amounts of game? in such a short period of time 
presented difficulties. The Chuckchee who owned dogs often carved 
up and dried only the fattest bucks. The rest was just skinned 
and deposited in storehouses for use as dog food in the winter. 
Others saved those animals killed late in the season for human 
food. Only the extreme cold and permafrost of these regions 
allowed the hunters to store such huge amounts of food for so 
long without proper preservat 1 on. The Anui and other groups 
without many dogs were careful to preserve the meat by drying. 
Crucial to sucess of such a venture was the ability to summon a 
large labor force to skin and process the meat before It spoiled 
(Bogoras,1904-9).
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Herd pursuit requires high mobility. A nomadic lifestyle 
based on reindeer transportation was adopted. Tents were the 
preferred form of housing. Sleds hooked to reindeer were driven 
on migrations. Both band hunting and migratory herd interception 
were preformed (Popov,1964)• Thus, besides the specialised 
technology for nomadising, technology for the other two types of
re indeer dependence was required
m m m
Some o* the tool*, strategies, and techniques associated with 
reindeer breeding and herd control may be traced back to hunting 
practices. The non-1ethal snares and the hunting enclosures of the 
Kaska could easily be used to capture live animals for domestica­
tion. Decoys or ceremonial animals might have been kept by 
hunters who were not otherwise involved with reindeer
domestication. Over time there could be advantages to maintaining 
a herd, and the practices applied to maintaining a few animals 
could be applied to keeping many.
Some of the Tungus milk their reindeer <Bogoras,1904-9)• 
When animals are to be milked, the calves must be prevented from 
nursing too frequently. The young may be weaned early through 
methods that either make nursing painful for the mother, or 
impossible for the young. Thorn muzzles are used in some parts of 
the world* The Lapps smeared the udders of reindeer with excrement 
to discourage the fawns (Cranstone,1969). The reindeer of the 
Chuckchee and Koryak do not lend themselves to milking due to 
their small size and wild disposition (Bogoras,1904-9)•
Insect parasites can greatly effect herd health. Heavy 
infestations can even cause death (Bogoras,1904-9)• The Vukaglr 
and Tungus follow the example of the Yakut cattle breeders and 
try to protect their herds with smoking fires of dung or green 
leaves. In large herds such fires are of little effect and can 
risk setting fire to the pasture and animals (Bogor as, 1904-9).
The annual migrations of the Lapps may have much to do with the 
avoidance of insects (Cranstone,1969).
HERDING
Many of the forms of reindeer control used by herders 
are similar if not identical to those employed by hunters. In 
addition, there are simi lari ties it the technology used by both 
kinds of reindeer exploiters. The maintenance of herds requires a 
whole range of specialized tools, strategies, and techniques.
To keep up with the movements of the reindeer the Chuckchee 
employ reindeer sledges. Each group must have many of them for 
their reindeer arm not well suited for the harness, and cannot 
pull much weight. The sledge itself is made of wood and is 
extremely light but strong. Its form depends on the specific load 
it is meant to carry. The usual Chuckchee journey is undertaken 
with a train of eight to ten si©dyes and a few score reindeer. A 
well-to-do family may have as many as sixty sledges. The process 
of harnessing the reindeer is long and involved, usually taking 
three to four hours. A corral is made by leaning the sledges 
together into a horseshoe shape. The herders try to capture about 
ten harness-reindeer by means of their lassos or urine tubes. 
These animals ara placed at the entrance of the corral to entice 
the free reindeer to enter. The rest of the herd is the driven 
back and forth before the entrance of the corral and the reindeer 
are pulltd in one at a time. Once all of the harness-reindeer are 
insidef the entrance is barred and the people enter to put the 
halters and traces on th*m. uoumily escape, and sometimes
all the animals will manage to over-turn the corral and rejoin
the herd. Small families without many young fast men to help 
sometimes fail to catch their harness-reindeer for days at a 
time. Once the animals are all harnessed, the train can get undor 
way. The Koryak and t amut have no such trouble with their herds, 
harnessing up in less than an hour. Thiri> herds more docile, and 
the techniques used to round them up are less likely to panic the 
herd. They string a long cord around the herd and slowly shorten 
the loop, holding it at chest height. The reindeer react by 
shifting closer together. The loop is opened at one end and the 
desired animals pulled out one at a time (Dogoras,1904 9),
When travelling with a single sledge in the open and stop­
ping for the night, a Chuckchee can not turn his reindeer loose 
or it would probably return to the herd even at a distance of 50 
miles. If well fed and not overworked, the reindeer are so swift 
a single sledge can travel as much as two hundred miles in two 
days. If exhausted and forced to continue, however, it is not 
unusual for them to drop dead on the spot <Bogoras,1904-9).
The main tools used by the Chuckchee to control their herds 
are the lasso and the urine tube. They do not use dogs, because 
they are used in hunting and would not be able to tell a 
domesticated rwintkmr from a prey item. Reindeer like the taste 
of human urine. Every herdsman carries a tube or cup with which 
to hold it. When they want to attract an animal to thorn, ae for 
tho purposes of harnessing, they hold a filled tube or cup 
towarde it, who will approach to drink. The laseo is the most 
indesponsable tool of tho hordsman. They are thin and strong, and 
often are worth ae much as a fattened buck. When an an leal must 
be caught, as for slaughter, thsy aro caught with ths lasso. The
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same tool is used to hunt wild sheep, wolves, and even black hear 
and wolver ines Bogoras,1904 9).
eBEfiiciiews E9B i«i q b o m q l q g i qbl bicsbb
Archaeological evidence for determining which strategy or 
strategies of reindeer dependence were employed at a given site 
can be divided into five major catagories:
1) Technological Evidence
2) Settlement Patterns
<Burch,1972$ Spiess,1979)
3) Paleoenvironmental Reconstruction
(Spiess,1979)
4) Ki11-site Size, Demography, and Season of Death
<Spiess,1979)
5) Biological Evidence
Due to the complexity of man-reindeer dependence, each site 
must be examined individually using as many different lines of 
evidence as possible* The possibility that one group may have 
utilized more than one strategy must be considered* There may be 
evidence for multiple strategies at the same site9 or at 
different sites.
iK c u H d k o a ic a t  e u u e u c c
Technological evidence comes in the form of artofacts* The 
range of different artofacts associated with each strategy of 
reindeer dependence has been described above in a necessarily 
Incomplete form. The major types of relevant artifacts and 
features expected with each form of reindeer dependence Mill be 
outlined bales.
Individual and band hunting necessitates techniques for 
killing relative y small numbers of reindeer at one time. 
Dwelling* and possessions must be adapted to frequent moves over 
short distances.
Migrating herd interception requires technology to channel 
or alter herd movements. Tools for s l a u g h t e r i n g  and processing 
large amounts of game in a short period of time must he present. 
Storage technology must  e x i s t  t o  p r e s e r v e  t h e  meat for l a t e r  
consumption.
Nerd pursuit necessitates technology for extreemly high 
mobility including sleds or saddles and trappings, and mobile 
dwelling units. In addition, both types of hunting strategies are 
employed by these groups. The technology required for these 
methods of reindeer dependence would be present as well.
Breeding requires the ability to control and tame small 
numbers of reindeer. Reindeer-based transportation is implied, 
and milk may be used. Mobility is important, and there must be 
some subsistence base other than domesticated reindeer.
Herders control the movement and reproduction of 
domesticated herds. They also harvest animals for consumption. 
High mobility is a necessity with largs herds and transportation 
technology must be present. Dwellings and the whole range of 
material culture must be adapted to frequent movement.
The corresponding types of artfact* will be generated by each 
raindeer-dependent group. Not all of thorn are likely to bm 
preserved at a given site. When artifacts associatsd *ith a 
specific rmindemr dependent etrategy are recovered, that strategy
is implicated. Other strategies may have been in use at the site, 
however. In I act, because of the specialized nature of the 
environments inhabited by reindeer, evidence a* the use of 
multiple strategies of resource exploitation should be expected.
36IILIMINI PAIIIRNS
Each method of reindeer exploitation has a charecteristic 
form of settlement pattern. Some aspects of these overlap or do 
not hold to the same extent for all groups practicing the same 
method of resource exploitation. The following is a listing of 
the charecteristics of the settlement pattern associated with 
each technique.
UuatLaa e l LQdi.yi.dutU qc Btadti.
-Small camps with two to three tents, and a total number of 
individuals from six to eighteen
-Camps located in or near the center of habitation of a herd
-Camps widely scattered only converge in the event of an 
exceptional kill.
-No distinct seasonality to camp movement, and no seasonally 
specialized camps
-Camp movements involve relatively short distances, remaining 
in the same general area for the entire year
2
-Very low population density—  0.010 people/km
Biflct&flcx btcd loiKSMilsai
-Winter c«m|hi are oadtuo to m i l ,  iron ana to fifteen aaal- 
•ubtorranean house* with a total c a p  population botwoon 7 
and IPS
-•print eaapo aro noaadic and vary aaall--ono household
«■>! a e iim  •uiaidkifein’ ^  a m  a  f n t r  aaairi
-Large seasonal kill sites occur with convergence into 
cooperati ves
-If another resource is depended upon, there will be at 
least two seasonal camp movements between the resources, 
resulting in seasonally differentiated camp sites*
-If migratory reindeer are the sole major resource, then the 
group will be sedentary near its meat stores.
2
-Moderately low population density-- 0.042 people/km
-Autumn aggregations of three or more fam ily groups occur
Herd Eycsyit is SbatiEteriSgd fey £ho fgllsyinfli
-Small spring camps of one to two tents, having two to five 
families each. Family size is about six.
-Relatively small camp sizes for most of the year
-Large winter camps
-Extreme seasonal camp movement, with seasonal specialization 
of camps, possible aggregations during migratory herd 
interception. A camp might travel 1200 to 1400km during the 
summer
2
-Extremely low population density—  0.0053 people/km
Baiodatc bcMdioa la sbacastacizad by ibt lellettioai
-Small camp size of one or more families in two to five tents
-Seasonal migration with the domesticated reindeer to 
accomidate their needs for suitable seasonal habitats
-Short movements made every two to three weeks
2
-Low population density—  0.013 people/km
CbacasiaclaUaf af calodaac bacdioai
-W a lt  caap s ic t  with two to three feet lie *  with on* tent 
•aeh. Fatally a lia  avar«M * five*
-Camp* ars moved seasonally, depending on ecological conditi 
end size of the herds
-Winter camps either migrate continually with the herds, or 
are semi-permanent with mm *11 herds
-Summer camps fixed from the thaw to autumn snows due to 
the ineffectiveness of sledges. The nature of summer forage 
allows closer groupings of camps
2
-Low population density-’- o,ui7 people/km
These are derived from a limited examination nf the 
ethnographic record. There may be some variation between groups 
regarding these settlement pattern character!sties. Some of the 
groups represented in the ethnographic sources from which these 
were taken may not be representative of other groups practicing 
the same forms of reindeer dependence. However, these examples 
point out of the nature of the differences one would expect to 
find in the archaeological record, and their implied form or 
forms of reindeer dependence.
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Any attempt to reconstruct the seasonal cycle of the 
reindeer exploited by an archaeological culture must involve a 
reconstruction of the paleoenvironment, as well as a regional 
detereination of season of death at contemporaneous sites 
(Spies*,197?)• The reconstructed paleoenvironment is a major 
source of information needed to determine whether the reindeer 
involved are the tundra or the forest fore. It is difficult and 
time-consuming and cannot at present be done in sufficient detail 
tor all sites. However, it can offer inport ant inforemtion, and
KILL SITE DEMOGRAPHY
S p i m s  ft  979 ) c o n s i d e r s  the? most  i m p o r t a n t  i n i t i a l  c o n c e r n s  
o f  t h e  a r c h a e o l o g i s t  when d e a l i n g  w i t h  t h e  r e m a i n s  n f  r e i n d e e r  t o  
bet
1) D e t e r m i n a t i o n  of  season of  d e a t h  of  t h e  a n i m a l s .
?) D e t e r m i n a t i o n  of t h e  d e m o g r a p hy  of t h e  f i l l .
3 ) D e t e r m i n a t i o n  of  t h e  number of i n d i v i d u a l s  i n v o l v e d .
<p.
The demographic. profit e (Jf M l  1 - s i  t© m  i m p o r t a n t
source of information. Ages uf the animals «,'■ dear h indi ate the 
season in which they died. Determining the season of death 
provide*! information at>«. <t the ronfext. in which they were tilled.
A site c o n t a i n i n g  l u g ©  number-  of animals that died i n  autumn 
could be a site wher e m i g r a t i n g  herds w e r e  interception. There i s  
more than one p o s s i b l e  i nterpreta t ion f o r  a m i t e  with a y e a r -  
round mortality distribution. I t  could be theorized that it was a 
h u n t i n g  base camp. W th caution it might even b e  theorized that 
it was the site of reindeer breeding or saiali-scale herding. Such 
a hypothesis may be valid, but i t  should tested carefully with 
existing evidence.
Any determination of the season of death of reindeer free 
direct skeletal evidence relies upon an accurate estimation of 
the age at death. It is often necessary first to determine the 
sex of the animal involved, tilth a knowlemge of uni and af#, am 
approximation of the season of depth can be mein esiog an assuaad 
date of birth. Modern reindeer #11 beer thair yeung during a 
brief ported of about 3M  uaaks« Mast bard* calve in mid-dtay,
while those in
or two in June, 
remains assum? 
the rul p ^or 
populations be.
high arctic hear young during the first week 
season of death e**imation on archaeological 
»r'»* the modern pattern of mid-May calving was 
'Vlrnr in the past, with the more northern 
n early June (Spiess,1979).
J O Q I H  WEAR AND ERUPT ION SEQUENCES
Tooth wear and eruption s e q u e n c e s  h a v e  been used b y  Bourhaud 
(cited i n  S p i e s s )  to d e t e r m i n e  age of d e a t h .  Unfortunate l y , wear 
evaluation is a s u b j e c t i v e  method and different observers may 
obtain different r e s u l t s .  Also, the c o n s i s t e n c y  of tooth wear in 
caribou of known season of death was tested by Sturdy <1974 Ph.D. 
thesis c i t e d  in Spi e s s , 1979 ) .  Me found that animals shot within 
two weeks of each other showed a set of season of death estimates 
that spanned si * months. Miller showed that the range of 
variation in tooth eruption was greater that previously imagined. 
Certain teeth produce a more reliable age estimation than others, 
but none can give a narrower estimation of age than a range of 
about four months. And erupton of new teeth ends at about 79 
months of age (Mi 1ler9if74).
s s w t a u t i  e m i L i  ic c m u o u e
This is the most reliable technique for age determination 
from teeth. Thm teeth are sectioned end treated for microscopic 
examination* Layer* of dentin and cementum are deposited 
throughout the year at a rate which varye seasonally* Annual 
rings are produced which sen be counted to determine the age at
d e a t h .  T h i s t e c h n i q u e  i s  much mere o b j e c t i v e  and r e l i a b l e  t h a n
wear patterns :h eruption sequences, and yields a much narrower 
age span (Miller, 1974a).
5iX DETERMINATION
Sex determination can be done through various techniques. 
Certain dimensions of the reindeer mandible are sexually 
dimorphic. The techniques of Bergerud (1964) are most applicable 
to complete mandibles. Spiess (1979) has devised a set of 
measurements that wort on more fragmentary remains. Spiess also 
presents various post cranial measurements which are sexually 
dimorphic <1979).
aWILEBS
Reindeer are unique among all deer in that the females grow 
and shed antlers as well as the males. Also, their antlers are 
asymmetric (Goss, 1983). Antlers are one of the most frequently 
used skeletal remains to determine age, sex, and season of death 
for reindeer in archaeological contexts. The following 
specifications are used to classify antlersi
Cast Antlersi
Size and Forms
Curviture of transverse basal surface (shed antlers only)i
Attached or Slaughtered Antlersi
Size and Forms
Texture of Cortexs
Resorbtion Line Below the Burrs
casi aUILEBS
Spiess questions the validity of the use of caet antlers to 
date the season of occupation of an archaeological site. It has
been argued that antlers do not last long In the environment, but 
Spiess reports having seen individual antlers remaining longer 
than 48 months in the labrador wild without serious damage (1979). 
It is arguable whether the standards by which Spiess judges the 
condition of cast antlers correspond with those of people who 
need them for tool making.
Bouchud <1966 cited in Spiess,1979) reports that on shed 
antlers the transverse surface on the base of the antler below 
the burr is sexually dimorphic. Male antlers have a convex 
transverse surface, while female antlers have a concavity. Spiess 
dismisses this characteristic as not being a useful diagnostic 
tool* He tested it on 11 antlers of unknown sex, and found that 
it did not always agree with his diagnosis based on antler size 
and shape. He states that sex estimation of shed antlers should 
only be based on comparative size and shape of the whole antler.
sueg^HKRED awiLKS
Attached or siaughtered antlers are much more reli able for
the determination of season of death. Ant 1 er growth and
development are controlled by many different parameters,
includingi
Age of animal 
8ex of animal 
Gestation (females)
Nutrition
Genetics (Goss,1983)
It Mould be impossible to account for all these different 
factors in an archaeological context. Age and Sex are the 
parameters which seem to be the most important, and these can be 
dietiftgiiished with varying degrees of certainty. Old bulls and
e x t r e m e l y  young animals are? the? e a s i e s t  t o  i d e n t i f y .  Other g r o u p s  
such as 2-year-old females and males may be almost 
indistinguishable from each other even under conditions of 
excellent preservat1 on. For those age and sex catagories that can 
be identified with a reasonable degree of confidence there are 
reliable schedules for antler development (Spiess,1979).
Within the identifiable age-sex categories, season of death 
can be estimated by classifying the state of development of the 
attached antlers. They may bei immature green, mature green, 
shedding velvet, or mature. In some cases incipient casting can 
be determined by the presence of a resorption line below the 
burr. Each age-sex class goes through the different stages of 
antler growth and development at characteristic times of the year 
<Spiess,1979).
None of the methods for determining the age or sex of 
archaeological caribou remains are reliable enough to be used 
alone (with the possible exception of the cementurn annuli 
technique) • In fact, the optimal approach would be to apply as 
many different techniques as time and state of preservation would 
allow. The results could be pooled, with the more consistent 
tests weighted accordingly. In this way season of death could be 
ascertained with a reasonable degree of accuracy.
QEQQQBaettt
Once the demography of a kill site has been worked out it 
can be compared with expected age and sex distribution of the 
different types of bands. Hiller has distinguished seven
different types of bands based on their age-sex composition and 
structure. These ares
1) Qq w  g&QSjk composed of mature females and may or may 
not include newborn calves. These occur only at calving grounds.
2) BviLL Band: composed entirely of adult males 41
months of age or older. These can occur at any time of the year.
3) SubftduLt Band* usually composed of 3-year-olds of 
either or both sex. It may contain a few 4-year-oldm. At the 
calving grounds, pregnant 3-year-olds join the Cow Bands, while
the barren ones remain with the Subadult Band* Subadult bands can occur 
all times of the year, but are most obvious in spring and autumn.
4) iyy®nLLt: BSdd* composed of yearlings and/or 2~year—  
olds of either or both sexes* Occuring throughout the year, they 
are most obvious on the calving grounds and in postcalving groups.
These are often mixed in cow-juvenile bands.
5) Ced~JLuvtQLLe Btad* composed of cows, and juveniles 
less than 34 months old of either sex. Found throughout the year, 
these often combines with Bull and Subadult Bands especially during 
migration periods.
6) CQtt“iUveQiLe-BuLL BftQSi* predominantly cows and 
juveniles, with individual bulls or Bull Bands* Usually found during 
spring migration, and during autumn from pre-rut to post-rut.
Caribou that winter on the open tundra often form this kind of band.
7) BuLLzCQte!~AU¥«!lLLt liQd> predominantly bulls 
with cows and juveniles of either sex* Found most often in 
spring migration and autumn rutting periods*
(Miller,1974*62)
If bands were being hunted, then the demography of the kill 
might correlate in some way with that of one of the above band 
types* Large kill-sites of migrating reindeer might offer a 
different demographic profile. Herders preferentially slaughter 
different age and sex classes of animals than hunter%. And 
domesticated herds have a different demographic profile from wild 
bands or herds <Bogoras,1904-9)• Demographic composition alone 
may not be a reliable indicator of the exploitation strategies 
eeployed at a site, but it eight be of ieportanee when combined 
with other diagnostics*
iiQL-SSIGBL RUSyLIB OF REINDEER IXPLQIIAIJQN
The domestication of reindeer is likely to have had effects 
on the biology of the reindeer themselves. These effects can be 
genetic changes due to selective breeding, genetic drift from 
wild populations, and founder's effect. Or they can be changes 
that occured during the life of the animal such as castration and 
task-related traumas.
SiNiliG 1 SSLAJIQN
There are many different breeds of domesticated reindeer. 
Those of the Chuckchee are small and not greatly differentiated 
from wild animals. The Tungus reindeer are more fully 
domesticated. They are larger than the Chuckchee animals and are 
frequently milked, but they do not fatten so quickly. The 
Chuckchee actually encourage wild bucks to breed with the domes­
ticated herds. The product of such a union is much prized as 
being heartier and healtier than the usual domesticated animal 
(Bogoras,1904*9). This is presumably due to hybrid vigor. Such 
crossings are aeon as a blessing. Ths offspring ars always broken 
for ths harness as they are swifter than any tame reindeer 
(Bogoras,1904-9). This practice prevents ths establishment of a
barrier to gene flow between wild and domesticated animals* Such
*
a barrier would be conducive to the formation of genetic, and 
consequently morphological differentiation* The degree of 
morphological distinction between the domesticated and wild 
reindeer is thus kept at a minimus. Sven so, there ars apparent 
differences between the two# The domesticated animals are smaller
and possess less stamina than the wild -forms (Bogoras, 1904-9) . 
This may be a result o-f a constricted gene pool leading to a high 
coefficient of inbreeding, or it may be the result of the 
characteristics of the original stock.
2 §l§£tiye Breeding
The Chuckchee practice a certain amount of selective 
breeding. Does which have repeatedly produced weak fawns are the 
first chosen for slaughter when meat is needed. Wild reindeer 
bloodlines are carefully remembered and cultivated for as long as 
three or more generations (Bogoras,1904-9).
ieauue
Castration is practiced by the Chuckchee. The neuters are 
fattened and are the favored slaughter animal. It is also a way 
to maintain the size of the herd within an environmentally 
tolerable range (Bogorss,1904-9). Harnessing and the beatings the 
reindeer recieve during training may both result in physical 
damage. Stress fractures and other such pathologies could be of 
use in archaeological interpretation. So far this avenue has not 
been thoroughly eitpiored.
UE6LIU itHEBfiCXlQtA
Han and hav* 1 ived•and died together for quit. «
long tin*. It is likely that during this long association both 
partis* have had an iapact on each othars' health. However, 
thara has been ralativaly little attention paid to this interac­
tion. Many areas of huean health, including nutrition and disease 
peel, hava bgpn affected by the doeestication of aniaals.
yyiBingy
On© of the most obvious impacts that mimal domestication 
has had on human health has been on nutrition. Meat is an 
extremely concentrated energy source. Perhaps of more importance 
is that meat provides complete protein. No single crop cultivated 
by pre-modern agriculturisis had sufficient amounts of all of the 
necessary amino acids. The Reindeer Chuckchee subsist almost 
exclusively on reindeer meat. They trade with the Maritime 
Chuckchee for blubber and fat whenever they can. They also employ 
certain vegetable foods, these are important but make up a very 
small proportion of the diet (Bogoras,1904-9).
Reindeer meat is lean, having high levels of protein but 
little fat. It c m  contain from under 2% to about 25% fat. The 
level of fat. depends on the age and sex of the animal, as well as 
the time of year <Spiess,1979). A fat 110kg bull in late 
September would yield seventy-six man-days of food, while the 
same animal in December after having lost its fat would yield 
only fifteen. Protein can serve as an energy source for man 
although it is an inefficient one. It has only one-ninth the 
caleries per unit weight of fat (Spiess,1979). This is confounded 
by the fact that a diet high in protein and low in carbohydrates 
increases the basal metabolic rate CMcIlroy and Townsend, 1985) • 
This eetabolic increase may help maintain proper circulation, but 
it also increases energy demands* A lean meat diet is also 
expensive in terms of the amount needed to provide a sufficient 
number of calories per day* To satisfy both protein and 
carbohydrate requirements on a completely meat diet, the amount 
of meat that mould have to be consumed is about 3.25 kg per day. A
diet primarily of meat can provide adequate quantities of all 
vitamins except vitamin C. What little vitamin C there is can be 
preserved by not cooking the meat before consumption (McElroy and 
Townsend,1985)• Starvation and vitamin C deficiency are the only 
charecteristics of a diet of reindeer meat.
BISIASi RELAIIONSHIPS
Any close association between man and animals creates the 
possibility for disease transmission. Hunters must butcher and 
eat their prey. Pastoralists maintain much longer associations 
with their domesticates, as well as continuing to hunt. Hydatid 
disease (Ortner,1981) and anthrax <Brachman,1964) are known to 
affect man in the arctic and subarctic. Hydatid disease often 
produces calcified cysts that can be distinguished in the 
archaeological record. Reindeer frequently serve as intermediate 
hosts for the tapeworms . However, in an archaeological context 
there would be no way to tell whether the occurance of this 
disease in man was indicative of contact with domestic, or wild 
reindeer• A description of any skeletal changes that might be
caused by anthrax could not be found in the available
anthropological literature. People who breed or herd reindeer 
may be more likely to contract this disease than hunters, but 
this must be described statistically to be of use in archaeology. 
Disease relationships could potentially provide important
information about the lifestyles of reindeer dependent peoples, 
but at present there is little specific information available.
Five major linos of svidence have been outlined. When an
archaeological site containing significant amounts of reindeer 
bone is examined, each of these possible sources of information 
should be explored, A detailed examination ofs technological 
evidence; settlement patterns; pal eoenvi ronment *, kill site size, 
demography, ar.d season; and biological evidence must be done. 
Then the site should be compared with ethnographic material to 
determine where it best fits among the models developed above for 
the different forms of reindeer dependence.
CONCLUSIONS
Man has been dependent on reindeer in a variety of different 
ways. These can be divided into six main strategies!
1) Tracking of individuals or bands
2) Interception of migrating herds
3) Herd pursuit
4) Small-scale breeding
5) Herding
6) Ranching
Each of these strategies is accompanied by character!stic 
technologies and settlement patterns. They also create
characteristic kill-sites, and necessitate specific environment-. 
Finally, each entails biological relationships between the 
reindeer and the people. In theory these forme of reindeer 
dependence are distinct and could easily bs discerned in the 
archaeological rseerd.
In practice they may not be so easy to identify* Among the 
difficulties that could bs faced is the problem of mixed
s t r a t e g i e s .  T he  e? n v i r  on men t «* i n  w h i c h  man ~rei nd eer r el at i on s h i p s 
occur favor the development of  mixed strategies. This is sup 
ported by the ethnographic record. When more than one strategy i s  
of major importance to a single group the interactions and 
characteristics of the group become more complicated making it 
difficult to sort out the component* in the archaeological 
record.
Paleoenvironmental reconstruction* are difficult, expensive, 
and not always reliable. Regional analyses are also time- 
consuming, and can not always be founded on good chronological 
sequences. It can be very difficult to work different specialized 
sites, such as kill-sites, into the same cultural framework as 
sites which are specialized for other activities.
Finally, many of the diagnostic: artifacts such as sleds, 
snare*, and boats would have been made out of materials which 
are not likely to have survived.
It is possible that reindeer may have been dom^sticat.ed in 
the European Upper Paleolithic. They are easy to kill or capture 
alive for hunter* who are familiar with them (Burch,1972). Due to 
their social nature they are al^o very easy to tame 
<Hirovfi945|Ingold,1980). There are certainly benefits hunters 
can gain from controlling them— they can be used as decoys, as 
pack animals, for transportation^ or even as a form of mobile 
storage. The environments inhabited by forest reindeer would 
allow a group to control small numbers of reindeer without 
repairing any fere of animal-based transportation.
However, even if reindeer domestication did occur in some 
form in the Upper Paleolithic, it eay not be diecernalile in the
i t sa r c h a e o l o g i c a l  r e c o r d .  More i m p o r t a n t l y ,  c l a i m s  made -for 
e x i s t e n c e  i n  a g i v e n  c o n t e n t  based on one l i n e  of e v i d e n c e  a l o n e  
a r e  s u s p e c t .  T h i s  i s  p a r t i c u l a r l y  t r u e  when t h e  e v i d e n c e  i s  o n l y  
b a s e d  on d e m o gr ap hy  o r  s e a s o n a l i t y  o f  M i l - s i t e s .
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